
A small, low armchair, designed mainly for the hospitality sector, in hotel lobbies, bedrooms, lounges and bars, 
but also in the home as an occasional armchair set alongside impressive sofas. Classic frame made entirely of 
wood, where the backrest also acts as an armrest. The structural seat and backrest function is performed by 
hide leather straps that guarantee perfect comfort by adapting ergonomically to the body. Seat and backrest 
are complete with comfortable cushions covered in textiles or leather chosen from the wide range of the 
Molteni&C collections.
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CUSHIONS COVERS
fabric - leather, completely removable.

Available in fire-resistant version (TB117 and BS5852).

STRUCTURE FINISHES
ash stained eucalyptus

BONDED HIDE LEATHER FINISHES
ivory - dark brown - natural - mud green - dove grey - black
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STRUCTURE
Stained solid ash wood (Fraxinus excelsior) with bonded hide leather bearing straps.  
Plastic feet tips.

SEAT AND BACK CUSHIONS
Differentiated density polyurethane with high bearing capacity, and filler in polyester fibre material covered with 
bonded cotton and polyester fibre.

BONDED HIDE LEATHER ELEMENTS NON-REMOVABLE ARMRESTS.

BONDED HIDE LEATHER ELEMENTS REMOVABLE AND REPLACEABLE STRUCTURE.
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